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Save time and money with data right at your fingertips. Our times demand that you 
are faster and more effective and often that you can be so even with scarce re-
sources at your hand. 

RCS Mobile Solutions
Therefore RCS IT offers Mobile Solutions to your company for you to save time and 
money. The mobile user can perform his work in a fast and simple fashion, because 
the mobile employee has all information right at his fingertips.
There are great advantages in the daily by automatic data collection with handheld 
terminals. A mobile handheld terminal is a work station that can be wireless inte-
grated with the ERP software in the company for instance Microsoft Dynamics C5 or 
SAP Business One.

With RCS Mobile Solutions you can
 » Bring out products
 » Receive products
 » Regulate prices
 » Create new customers on the spot

RCS  Mobile Solutions

Good 
Reasons3 1. The mobile employee has all information right at his 

fingertips.
2. The daily task can be executed without being tied to 

the office.
3. You save time and money with the mobile solutions 

flexibility.
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That makes it simple and intuitive to perform the daily tasks without being tied to 
the office. In a world where flexibility is the outmost important factor, this advantage 
that you can work anywhere is an important reason to make your employees mobile.

Handheld Terminal
The handheld terminal could be one from Intermec Model CN 50 that has many 
functions and a robust quality.

Intermec CN 50 offers
 » The most advanced and robust mobile computer in the industry
 » High communication performance as well as computer in a small and light ro-
bust design that is optimized for mobile field workers

 » Improved photo quality that makes the user capable of taking 3 Mega Pixel top 
quality full frame pictures while they’re out of the office

 » Flexible Network Radio on wireless net
 » 3,75 G wireless WAN technology that supports both voice and fast uplink and 
downlink data transfer

 » Integrated digital compass and GPS radio
 » Bluetooth v2.1 EDR Radio, that ensures connection to headsets, mobile printers 
and other Bluetooth compatible media

 » Integrated mobile phone that ensures high quality in telecommunication, so that 
you don’t have to carry a mobile phone

 » Windows Mobile 6.1 operative system that ensures easy integration and intuitive 
use for developers and users

Examples on screen shots from the handheld terminal: Log in and Menu
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How to use it
All these features your company can use in the daily work with these actions:

Electronic data collection, transport, logistics, stock status, goods delivering, goods 
receive, tickets, prices, orders, orders on masses, orders when on the road, effective 
order handling, active price regulation, setting up of new customers in the sales mo-
ment, run through of the stock in the display, fast setting up of bar codes, possibili-
ty of making your own bar code design, integration and communication for several 
company solutions, reports and statistics. We are specialists in making solutions for 
those needs a modern company has today. So do contact us to and tell us about 
your wishes for a mobile solution in your company. 

Examples on screen shots from the handheld terminal: incoming and outgoing deliveries and relocation

We will create your solution
We are specialists in custom made solutions to cover the needs and challenges 
modern companies face today. Contact us and tell us about your wishes for a mo-
bile solution in your company.


